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which to erect a shelter to windward of our tent. No doubt it
helped, but still the blasts of wind bellied in the tent on Kenyon's
side and kept him sliding over almost on top o£ me, as we tried
to rest and sleep.
Seven days—that is, until December 4-—the storm dekyed up in
this cheerless Camp HI. During this period we came to a momen-
tous decision. Though it was questionable if we had enough
motor-fuel left to reach Little America, we agreed that it was best
to fix the plane's radio and operate it with the portable generator,
even if it meant a shortened flight and a sledge haul at the western
end of the route. That day I had written in my diary: "Suppose the
Wyatt Earp is already starting to lay bases for us along the coast,
knowing nothing of where we are." This we wished to avoid, and
we were also anxious, both of us, to let our people know of our
safety.
Kenyon had no difficulty in putting the big radio set in order.
We strung the antenna on bamboo-poles, ready for 21, G.C.T., or
with us about 2 p.m., which was one of our scheduled broadcast
times. To warm the engine of the generator and start it, we had to
bring it inside our tent The exhaust soon blackened the interior
and us, too, with greasy soot. Thus, hi addition to the general dis-
comfort, grease and dirt became the order of the day. We were
never able to heat enough snow on the little cooking Primus to
wash with.
But then, with everything ready, we waited for the scheduled
hour. We started the portable engine, Kenyon flashed our position,
switched in the receiver to listen for Lanz's answer. And just at
that moment the magneto burned out, and our radio was dead.
Lanz, perhaps fishing for the short-wave of our trail set, never got
our message, nor did anybody else.
Thus one thing after another went wrong in this wretched
blizzard camp. The valve of the Primus stove started to leak air,
and constant pumping was necessary to keep the flame going.
Eventually, we found a way of fixing that. But those three days spent
in our sleeping-bags had not been all time wasted, for by studying
our sextant we finally found the trouble with it—the loose index
lock-nut. Since all but our first observations had been consistent
with each other, the question was, how much had the index slipped

